[A.R.G.U.S. A model for an interactive visual field and visual pathway atlas].
A.R.G.U.S. is a data base that connects visual field defects directly with possible lesion sites that are presented graphically. By means of a touch screen or "mouse," scotomata can be depicted on a VDU, while on a second monitor the computer program simultaneously shows the resulting defects in the visual pathway. It is possible to page through different sections of the visual pathway; the lesion is probably located in the section where the affected fibers lie the closest to each other and where the non-affected fibers are the farthest apart. Additionally, the VDU depicting the visual pathway can show the surrounding anatomic structures in the form of brain sections. Even in these sections, lesions can be superimposed interactively; the resulting scotomata are simultaneously depicted on the "visual field VDU." Anatomic and functional details can be displayed by touching the structure of interest. If necessary, a video clip can be activated in the same way. New anatomic findings can be considered by modifying the course of the fibers of the visual pathway. This new technique is especially helpful in distributing comprehensive neuro-ophthalmological knowledge.